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INTRODUCTION
By the waves of 4 th industrial revolution, artificial intelligence becomes one of the most promising technologies nowadays. There are so many research areas and research results from artificial intelligence. One of them is natural language processing by speech recognition. Typical speech recognition technologies include speech to text conversion.Among captions in which speech is converted into characters, captions including timing information and speaker ID information are referred to as informatizedcaptions [1, 2] . Such an informatized caption could be generated by using IBM Watson API [3] . However, the IBM Watson API is more susceptible to clipping errors due to poor recognition results when there aresome noises in the voice signal. And this situation is easily found with movie sounds that include not only speaking voice signal but also include background music or special sound effects.In order to solve this noisy voice problem, there has been a method of predicting the timing information of informatized caption based on a linear estimation formula proportional to the number of alphabets used in each word [2] . But, this linear estimation method based on the number of alphabets is not good enough when there are some silent syllables. Therefore, a novel method to enhance the informatized caption from IBM Watson API is proposed in this paperbased on the speaker pronunciation time-DB.
SPEAKER PRONUNCIATION

STRUCTURE
SPT-DB consists of each node for each speaker average pronunciation times(D p ) ascending order based on the average pronunciation time, and are connected to each other, and a null value is present at the end. When SPT searches based on the pronunciation time.
ASSUMPTION
Before proceeding with the stu [Assumption]SPT-DB is already configured for Fig. 1 .The nodes consist of the p ) of each word(W pk ).The nodes of the speaker are arranged in on the average pronunciation time, and are connected to each other, and a null value is present at the end. When SPT-DB searches for a word spoken by the speaker, it searches based on the pronunciation time.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
ALGORITHM MODIFYING
Before proceeding with the study, the following assumptions are based on SPT DB is already configured for each speaker.
LGORITHM ODIFYING INCORRECTLY RECOGNIZED WORD BASED ON [
Step 1] Judge whether there is an incorrectly recognized word by comparing T (X) with T s + (X).If there is no incorrectly recognized word, it terminates. If there is an incorrectly recognized word, go to the next step.
[Step2] Judge whether there are several consecutive words in the sequence and pass the parameter to the case.
[Step3] Modify the words in the SPT-DB based on the start and end points of the cases.
[Step4] If there is an incorrectly recognized word in the following word, repeat steps 1 to 3 and terminate if there is no incorrectly recognized word.
CASE 1: THERE IS ONLY ONE INCORRECTLY RECOGNIZED WORD.
Figure3. There is one incorrectly recognized word
[Step1] Find the point at which the signal of a specific volume(dB) T or more starts for E a to S c and determine S b .
[Step2] If there is a minimum time t'in S b toS c at which the signal intensity falls below a certain volume T and then remains below T until S c , E b = t' is determined. If there is no t'satisfying the above condition, E b = S c .
[Step3]Returns the start time and end time. [Step1] Find the point at which the signal of a specific volume(dB) T or more starts for E a to S c and determine S b .
CASE 2: THERE ARE TWO INCORRECTLY RECOGNIZED WORD.
[Step2] If there is a minimum time t'in S b toS c at which the signal intensity falls below a certain volume T and then remains below T until S c , E b = t' is determined. If there is no t'satisfying the above condition,E b = S c .
[Step3] The ending point of the current word is obtained by multiplying the start time of the current word by the ratio of the pronunciation time of the two words to the average pronunciation time of the current word.The following are summarized as follows.
[Step4] Returns the start time and end time. [Step1] Find the point at which the signal of a specific volume(dB) T or more starts for E a to S w2 and determine S w1 .
CASE 3: THERE ARE MORE THAN THREE INCORRECTLY RECOGNIZED WORD.
[Step2] If there is a minimum time t'in S w1 to S w2 at which the signal intensity falls below a certain volume T and then remains below T until S w2 , E w1 = t' is determined. If there is no t'satisfying the above condition,E w1 = S w2 .
[Step3]The ending point of the current word is obtained by multiplying the start time of the current word by the ratio of the pronunciation time of the incorrectly recognized words to the average pronunciation time of the current word.The following are summarized as follows.
Returns the start time and end time.
CASE STUDYⅠ
The case was tested based on English listening assessment data. Fig. 6 shows a problem of the English listening evaluation for university entrance examination. Table 1shows that incorrectly recognition word is (B, 10) and the accuracy of speech recognition is 97.56%.However, in a noisy environment like Fig.8 , the accuracy dropped significantly. Table 2shows that incorrectly recognition words are(A, 1), (A, 7), (A, 7), (A, 13), (B, 2), (B, 3), (B, 4), (B, 4), (B, 9), (B, 10) and (C, 3), and the accuracy of speech recognition is 73.17%.For reference, the original voice source was synthesized with raining sound using Adobe Audition CC 2017 to create a noisy environment. If we improve the proposed algorithm with noise, we can obtain the same result as Fig.9 and Table3. The accuracy of speech recognition is 100% by the help of original caption and each word includes its own start time and end time. 
CASE STUDYⅡ
The case was tested based on English listening assessment data. Fig.10 shows a problem of the English listening evaluation for university entrance examination. Fig.11 and Fig. 12 show the result of speech recognition using the IBM Watson API. Table 4 and Table 5 list the time information of the caption at that time, it is expressed as [start time-end time].Using the IBM Watson API, speech recognition in an environment with no constraints results in high accuracy as shown in Fig.11 . Table 4shows that incorrectly recognized word is (D, 1) and the accuracy of speech recognition is 97.29%.However, in a noisy environment like Fig.12 , the accuracy dropped significantly. Table 5shows that incorrectly recognized words are(A, 1), (A, 11)and (A, 11), and the accuracy of speech recognition is91.89%.For reference, the original voice source was synthesized with raining sound using Adobe Audition CC 2017 to create a noisy environment.If we improve the proposed algorithm with noise, we can obtain the same result as Fig.13 and Table  6 . The accuracy of speech recognition is 100% by the help of original caption and each word includes its own start time and end time. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel method to enhance the informatized caption from IBM Watson API based on speaker pronunciation time-DB is addressed to find and modifyincorrectly recognized words from IBM Watson API. SPT-DBcontains the average pronunciation time information of each word foreach speaker and is used to correct the errors in the informatized caption obtained through the IBM Watson API. The usefulness of the proposed method is verified with two case studies with noisy voice signals.However, the proposed algorithm also has some limitations such as that SPT-DB should be created in advance because it is assumed that the information of the corresponding words already exists in SPT-DB. Furtherstudy will be conducted to modify incorrectly recognized words while performing speech recognition and simultaneously to update the SPT-DB in real time.
